
Robert Smith 
Car Porter I

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Obtain a full-time position with a the company, so that may utilize strong 
interpersonal skills, as well as enhancing company with a great team 
player, self-motivated, and dependable individual.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Car Porter I
ABC Corporation -   2005 – 2007 

Responsibilities:

 Compared serial numbers of incoming cars against invoices to ensure 
accuracy.

 Verified the presence of accessories listed on the invoice, such as spare 
tires and stereo equipment.

 Recorded description of damages and listed missing items on the 
delivery receipt.

 Maximized the use of space and maintained the company lot.
 Washed and detailed cars to prepare for rental.
 Exhibited excellent customer service at all times.
 Dropped off and pick up vehicles from different destinations in Texas.

Car Porter
ABC Corporation -   2003 – 2005 

Responsibilities:

 My job at Suburban was to maintain the car lot, by parking, cleaning, 
and even straightening up car rows.

 At times, I had to drop off and pick up customers from different cities, 
such as Troy or Novi.

 When the lot was all maintained, I would put keys into key trek (the 
computer).

 My time at Suburban, taught me how to drive cars way better then I 
was prior my time at that job.

 Learned how to work some computer programs better, such as excel.
 Skills Used Some skills I used at this job, was learning how to improvise 

on the spot, and how to listen to carefully to what the customers/ co 
workers wanted..

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant 
to your current role.

Education

Associates in Graphic Design/Applied Sciences - (Westwood College)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Customer Service, On-
time Delivery.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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